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'El Chapo Airlines': Drug lord 'flew 
10,000 kilos of cocaine on cargo 
planes from Colombia to Mexico after 
building hanger at Bogotá airport with 
blessing of politicians who were paid 
off with $1 million and gems'
• Former Colombian treasury agent Richard Maok alleged that El Chapo's old 

Sinaloa Cartel shipped 10,000 kilos of cocaine between 2006 and 2007

• According to Maok, an informant said the jailed Mexican compensated former 

Colombian President Álvaro Uribe with $1 million, gems and guns

• In exchange, Uribe reportedly signed off on the construction of a hangar at El 

Dorado International Airport in Bogotá where the cocaine was flown from

• The Sinaloa Cartel employed a DC-8 four-engine cargo plane to fly cocaine into 

El Chapo's hometown of Sinaloa 

• The plot was eventually rumbled when Mexican officials busted a flight with six 

and a half metric tons of cocaine - but the shipment later went missing 

• An informant, who worked for Air Cargo Lines, told Maok that an ICE agent, who 

also worked for the DEA, knew of the organization's deal but did nothing about it

By ADRY TORRES FOR DAILYMAIL.COM

PUBLISHED: 20:07 GMT, 7 February 2020 | UPDATED: 21:41 GMT, 7 February 2020 

Joaquin 'El Chapo' Guzman's cartel allegedly flew 10,000 kilos of cocaine from 

Colombia to Mexico on cargo planes - after politicians approved plans for him to 

build a hangar at Bogotá airport.

The drugs kingpin reportedly used the hangar near the tarmac at El Dorado 

International Airport from 2006 to 2007, and used it to covertly ship drugs to Mexico 

which were then distributed to the United States and around the world. 

In a report released last month, a former Colombian government official alleges that 

the country's former president Álvaro Uribe gave the green light for the hangar - 

and received expensive gems and $1 million from the Sinaloa Cartel in return. 

 Richard Maok, who served as a detective with Colombia's treasury department and 

is now living in Canada, said he was tipped off about the scheme recently by a 

former security worker for a Colombian air cargo company.

He claimed that the drugs were dropped off at the airport by paramilitary groups 

allied to Uribe.

In return, the cartels provided them with dangerous 5.7 mm handguns, widely known 

as 'cop killers' because the bullets can penetrate through a police body armor. 
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SEE VIDEO BELOW

An ex Colombian treasury agent says that from 2006 to 2007, an informant witnessed how El 

Chapo's cartel shipped 10,000 kilos of cocaine from a hangar at El Dorado International 

Airport in Bogotá to his Mexican hometown of Sinaloa, allegedly made possible by Colombia's 

former president Álvaro Uribe's, who was paid off for the favor

A report published last month by a former detective with Colombia's ex president  Álvaro Uribe 

alleges that the leader received pricey gems, guns and $1 million from the Sinaloa Cartel in 

exchange for allowing El Chapo's group to ship multiple tons of cocaine back to Mexico

Uribe, who served as Colombia's president from 2002 to 2010, had links to the cartel 

because his brother was married to the sister of Alex Cifuentes - a former high-

ranking official in El Chapo's organization, who is now serving time in the United 

States.

During El Chapo's trial, Cifuentes charged that former Mexico President Enrique Peña 

Nieto also received a large sum of money by El Chapo's cartel.

According to documents turned over by Maok's informant, who worked at Air Cargo 

Lines in Colombia, the kingpin's transnational criminal organization took advantage 

of the airport warehouse for its international drug route. 
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The elaborate scheme allegedly depended on support provided by paramilitaries, 

executives at Air Cargo Lines, officials in Colombia's air transit agency, Aerocivil, and 

additional backing from a top agent in the country's national police department. 

The daring scheme was a step up from the days when Pablo Escobar displayed the 

Medellin Cartel's power by dispatching cocaine-filled small planes from clandestine 

dirt-filled airstrips.

The same runways served as the landing spot for planes returning with loads of cash 

that placed him among the world's richest men. 

El Chapo's cartel reportedly had access to a warehouse at Colombia's  El Dorado International 

Airport in Bogotá. The group used a cargo plane to send out 10,000 kilos of cocaine during a 

two year period

Uribe allegedly intervened on behalf of the cartel and ordered the aviation officials to 

allow a DC-8 four-engine cargo plane, nicknamed 'Aeropostal'.

The cartel, with the help of a drug trafficking group known as 'Los Paisas,' then 

dispatched the jet to ferry the Type-A drug to Sinaloa. 

Colombia exports 80 percent of the world's cocaine, and to this day still serves the 

network, which is overseen by its co-founder Ismael 'El Mayo, Zambada and El 

Chapo's three children.

One of El Chapo's sons, Jesús Guzmán, evaded customs each time he traveled to 

Colombia.  
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The informant told Maok that an American ICE agent, who also worked for the DEA, 

knew of the organization's deal but did nothing about it.

The massive shipment, in today's United States street market, would carry an 

estimated value of $400 million. 

The plot was eventually rumbled when Mexican officials busted a fifth Bogotá flight 

with six and a half metric tons of cocaine - but the shipment later went missing.

El Chapo is now serving a life sentence inside a United States prison

Uribe, who is now serving in the Colombian senate, has been the subject of an on-

going investigation.

El Chapo was able to sneak into Colombia aboard a DC-8 four-engine cargo plane (pictured is a 

file image of a DC-8 unrelated to the plot)

Former Mexico President Enrique Peña Nieto was reportedly compensated with a large sum of 

money by El Chapo's cartel in order to allow the organization to traffic cocaine 
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Share or comment on this article: El Chapo bribed politicians and 'flew cocaine' to 
Mexico

The case stems from allegations raised by Senator Ivan Cepeda, who claims he has 

firsthand witness accounts that Uribe was a founding leader of a paramilitary group 

in his home province during the decades-long civil conflict involving government 

forces, leftist rebels and right-wing bands.

The ex-chief of state has denied all accusations of ties to the paramilitaries, who are 

accused of drug trafficking, killing innocents and driving thousands from their 

homes or lands while fighting rebels. 

Perhaps no political leader in Colombia's recent history has wielded as much 

influence as Uribe, who still has legions of followers. 

He led the 'no' campaign that preceded Colombian voters rejecting a peace accord 

with leftist rebels in 2016, though the government later adopted a slightly revised 

version. Last year, Uribe's support lifted a little-known senator, Ivan Duque, to the 

presidency.

But allegations of ties to drug cartels and paramilitaries have dogged him since the 

early 1980s, when the civil aviation agency he led was accused of giving air licenses 

to drug traffickers. Declassified State Department cables from a decade later show 

U.S. officials were told the up-and-coming politician had ties to cartels.

Uribe has persistently denied those charges and was an unwavering U.S. ally in the 

war on drugs during his 2002-2010 presidency. He extradited a record number of 

suspected drug traffickers to the U.S. and aggressively expanded a U.S. program to 

aerially spray wide swaths of illegal coca crops with chemical agents.
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on Twitter 
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girls' night out 
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Fergie and daughters 
Princesses Beatrice and 
Eugenie 

Caroline Flack's 
assault charge was 
based on a 'SCRATCH': 
CPS pressed on with 
case despite only a tiny 
wound on boyfriend 
Lewis Burton's head 

Harrison Ford, 77, 
says landing the Star 
Wars and Indiana Jones 
franchises was just 
dumb luck: 'I can't 
believe my good 
fortune' 

Kaia Gerber steps out 
in Milan in a chic tweed 
blazer over a classic 
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up for Fashion Week 
Kaia looked chic and on-
trend 
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Sharpe, 28, 'crashed her 
car and was still inside 
with bloodshot eyes' 
when police arrived and 
arrested her for a DUI 
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Cornwall pins a 
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bright red dress as she 
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Jama wows in a 
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attends same afterparty 
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rapper's big win 
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BRITs 2020: Bleary-eyed 
Ella Eyre and Roman 
Kemp lead the hungover 
stars heading back to 
work while Vick Hope 
resorts to emergency 
pizza 

Georgia Fowler enjoys 
romantic ski trip with 
boyfriend Nathan Dalah 
in Aspen... a week after 
the couple went public 
with their relationship 
Victoria's Secret model 

Coleen Rooney looks 
fresh-faced as she goes 
make-up free and cuts a 
casual figure in a black 
padded coat during 
animated phone call 
Low-key   

Martin McDonagh set 
to reunite with In 
Bruges duo Colin Farrell 
and Brendan Gleeson in 
new film The Banshees 
Of Inisheer 
Reuniting   

Bella Hadid makes a 
chic arrival in Milan just 
hours after partying 
with with her BFF 
Kendall Jenner in 
London 
Stylish   

BRITs 2020: Worse for 
wear Lewis Capaldi 
smooches Niall Horan 
and parties with his 
parents as he toasts his 
double award win at 
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BRITs 2020: Harry 
Styles pays tribute to ex 
Caroline Flack with a 
black ribbon as he joins 
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Clancy and Ellie 
Goulding on red carpet 

BRIT Awards 2020: 
Lizzo parties at The Box 
until 4am after downing 
tequila and swigging 
champagne during the 
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BRITs 2020: Naomi 
Campbell, 49, is seen 
exiting celebrity haunt 
The Box with a male pal 
at 3:40am following a 
long night of tireless 
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BRITs 2020: Lewis 
Capaldi and Stormzy 
lead male-dominated 
award winners as Billie 
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International Female 
Solo Artist 
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hologram of Whitney 
Houston on This 
Morning is branded 
'spooky' by viewers - 
comparing tour to  
Black Mirror 

Laura Whitmore calls it 
a night by heading to 
bed while wild Anne-
Marie toasts with a 
bottle of Malibu as they 
lead stars documenting 
BRITs on social media 

Harvey Weinstein jury 
returns for second day 
deliberations after 
asking for blueprints of 
his apartment and a 'red 
flag list' of accusers he 
sent to his investigator  

ADVERTISEMENT



EXCLUSIVE  Queen 
BANS Harry and 
Meghan from using 
'Sussex Royal' brand 
which cost thousands  
as 'they can't market 
themselves as Royals'  

Brooklyn Beckham 
gets behind the wheel of 
electric sportscar to 
show off his driving 
skills while racing 
around a track in 
Mexico City 

Princess Anne battles 
to keep a straight face 
as she speaks to 
TOPLESS models and 
meets Vogue's Edward 
Enninful at her London 
Fashion Week debut  

Love Island fans joke 
that Paige's ex Lewis 
Capaldi finally makes an 
appearance on the show 
as his song is played for 
Natalia and Jamie's exit 

Heather Graham, 50, 
shows off her age-
defying looks in a floral 
dress and a camel coat 
as she steps out to 
celebrate her new film 
The Rest Of Us 

ITV2 pays a touching 
tribute to Caroline Flack 
in the BRIT Awards red 
carpet show... after her 
tragic death at the age 
of 40 
Tribute   

Olivia Attwood admits 
she had to take a social 
media break after 
Caroline Flack's death 
as she shares the first 
supportive messages 
the star ever sent her 

Still Mummy's little 
boy! Queen marks 
Prince Andrew's 60th 
with a baby photo and a 
new official portrait 
while Fergie shares 
black and white snap 

Nikki Reed reveals she 
helped design Jenna 
Dewan's 'gorgeous' 
engagement ring from 
beau Steve Kazee as 
she congratulates star 
on her happy news 

That'll get the likes! 
Steve Irwin's 'hot niece' 
Rebecca Lobie makes 
jaws drop as she poses 
in just a TINY bikini top 
and G-string briefs 
Crikey  

BRITs 2020: Winner 
Dave hangs out with 
Jorja Smith who flashes 
her toned midriff in a 
daring semi-sheer top 
as they attend Beats By 
Dr Dre after party 

Rachel Riley struggles 
to keep a straight face 
after she spots a VERY 
rude word hidden in the 
letters on Countdown 
The presenter, 34, 
grimaced at the camera 

'The heartburn is 
constant and I'm 
REALLY struggling with 
sleep': Pregnant Millie 
Mackintosh admits her 
'body is feeling the 
strain' 
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BRITs 2020: Stormzy 
fanboys over Billie 
Eilish while holding a 
bottle of vossi as he 
interrupts a backstage 
interview to praise her 
songwriting skills 

Leona Lewis teases a 
glimpse of her toned 
abs in a blush pink cut-
out blazer and matching 
trousers as she attends 
LA premiere of Emma. 
Striking   

Selfie on the slopes! 
Crown Princess Mette-
Marit of Norway shares 
a candid ski trip photo 
showing Prince Haakon 
planting a sweet kiss on 
her head 

'I've felt very hated 
recently': Emotional 
Billie Eilish breaks 
down as she wins Best 
International Female 
Artist at the BRIT 
Awards 

BRITs 2020: Jack 
Whitehall opens the 
awards ceremony by 
paying tribute to 'kind' 
and 'infectious' Caroline 
Flack following her 
tragic death aged 40 

BRITs 2020: Maya 
Jama shares hilarious 
post about her 'toxic ex' 
on social media... after 
partying with ex 
Stormzy following his 
big win 

BRITs 2020: Ellie 
Goulding shows off her 
gym-honed figure in 
plunging black latex 
dress as she parties 
into the early hours 
Lovely in latex  

BRITs 2020: Neneh 
Cherry is every inch the 
proud mother as her 
daughter Mabel claims 
Female Solo Artist 
award male dominated 
night  

Heroes wear capes! 
Queen Letizia of Spain 
teams her checked 
trouser suit with a smart 
cover-up as she chairs 
a UNICEF meeting in 
Madrid 

Love Island: Natalia 
and Jamie are latest 
couple to be dumped... 
as group discovers they 
will have to vote out 
either Molly and Callum 
or Mike and Priscilla  

Madonna, 61, 
passionately kisses her 
toyboy beau Ahlamalik 
Williams, 25, after 
wrapping the UK leg of 
her Madame X tour 
Wrapped up London leg 

Rita Ora shows off her 
amazing abs as she 
poses in a sheer lace 
bra and tight leather 
trousers  
Rita looked incredible 
wearing a sheer lace bra 

BRITs 2020: Sam 
Faiers puts on a VERY 
busty display in 
plunging black silk 
gown as she makes a 
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surprise appearance at 
the awards after party 

Kendall Jenner dazzles 
in sequined green co-
ords as she makes 
surprise appearance 
with best pal Bella 
Hadid at star-Sony 
BRITs after-party 

BRITs 2020: Mabel 
displays her figure in 
cleavage-baring red 
minidress as she 
celebrates her Best 
Female Artist win at 
afterparty 

Billie Eilish lets her 
hair down with stylish 
Mel C at Universal after 
party following 
triumphant night at the 
BRIT Awards 
Night out  

BRITs 2020: Irina 
Shayk giggles with glee 
as she puts on a VERY 
giddy display with her 
fashion designer pal 
while leaving Warner 
after party 

Prince Andrew scandal 
has left an 'ugliness' 
around Beatrice's 
wedding and bride-to-be 
wishes she could 'do 
something private', 
expert claims  

BRITs 2020: Love 
Island's Amber Davies 
shows off her West End 
credentials as she 
makes a dramatic exit 
from the official after-
party 

Charli XCX wows in 
VERY daring black 
feathered mini dress as 
she leads the arrivals at 
Warner BRITs after-
party 
Radiant   

Irina Shayk showcases 
her long legs in a white 
shirt dress as she puts 
on a sweet display with 
fashion designer pal at 
Warner BRITs after 
party 

BRITs 2020: Ellie 
Goulding sips on an 
espresso martini and 
shows off her VERY 
toned arms as she 
flexes her muscles in 
fun BTS snaps  

Jenna Dewan is 
engaged! Pregnant star 
shows off sparkling 
engagement ring from 
Steve Kazee in heartfelt 
snap and gushes that 
he 'has her heart' 

Konnie Huq jokes her 
son has become a 
disturbing 'Black Mirror 
Blue Peter crossover' 
after he made a DIY 
'iPad viewer' from an 
empty box 

'Good on you Ma'am!': 
Britons back the Queen 
after she banned Prince 
Harry and Meghan 
Markle from using 
Sussex Royal brand 

Khloe Kardashian and 
ex Tristan Thompson 
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are 'getting along great' 
but won't be rekindling 
romance... one year 
after Jordyn Woods 
scandal 

Gwen Stefani keeps 
her distance from ex  
Gavin Rossdale as the 
pair watch their son 
Kingston play football 
on opposite ends of the 
same bleacher 

Justin Bieber reveals 
he STILL thinks he 
could beat Tom Cruise 
in a fight during Carpool 
Karaoke with James 
Corden: 'He's not the 
guy you see in movies' 

Meghan Markle's 
'Californian health 
habits' are rubbing off 
on Prince Harry who is 
'really taking to the 
West Coast lifestyle' 

Salma Hayek kindly 
responds to fan 
accusing her of having 
'too much Botox' in 
seaside selfie 
At 53, the Oscar nominee 
hit back  

Dwyane Wade targeted 
by rappers Boosie 
Badazz and Young Thug 
over supporting his 
transgender daughter 
Zaya, 12, after she 
identifies as female 

Hailey Bieber flaunts 
taut tummy in white 
crop-top and green 
duster for solo outing in 
Beverly Hills 
The 23-year-old model 
looked great  

Anya Taylor-Joy 
embraces her co-star 
Mia Goth at the LA 
premiere of their film 
Emma. 
Pair also starred in 2017 
horror flick Marrowbone 

Eva Longoria flaunts 
cleavage in low-cut 
ensemble as she joins 
Sandra Echeverria and 
Roselyn Sanchez at 
premiere of Las Pildoras 
De Mi Novio 

Watch What Happens 
Live: Dwyane Wade 
reveals reaching out to 
Pose cast for 
information 'about 
pronouns' to support 
transgender child Zaya 

Wendy Williams is 
spotted out for the first 
time since cruel Price Is 
Right jab mocking the 
death of Drew Carey's 
ex-fiancee Dr. Amie 
Harwick 

BRITs 2020: Lily-Rose 
Depp puts on a low-key 
display in a tailored 
brown jacket and jeans 
at Sony after-party 
The actress, 20, looked 
casually chic 

BRITs 2020: Louise 
Redknapp puts on a 
brave face in a black 
plunging tuxedo dress 
after her heartbreaking 
tribute to friend Caroline 
Flack 

BRITs 2020: Michelle 
Keegan puts on a VERY 
leggy display in a 



sequinned silver gown 
as she makes a 
glamorous entrance at 
star-studded ceremony 

BRITs 2020: Ellie 
Goulding hits the red 
carpet in the most 
daring look of the night 
as she flashes some 
serious side-boob in a 
bold cut-out dress  

BRITs 2020: Abbey 
Clancy puts on a VERY 
leggy display in 
a perilously short black 
mini dress as she poses 
up a storm on the red 
carpet     

BRITs 2020: Maya 
Jama is the picture of 
elegance in  sweeping 
black evening gown as 
she watches ex-
boyfriend Stormzy 
triumph at ceremony 

'Funny... without being 
unkind': Jack 
Whitehall's hosting of 
the BRIT Awards 2020 
wins mixed reviews 
from fans as he cuts out 
the scathing jokes 

BRITs 2020: Harry 
Styles performs an 
emotional rendition of 
Falling on a night of 
tributes, tears and 
triumphs at star-
studded ceremony  

Rapper Dave slams 
Boris Johnson as 'a real 
racist' and hits out at 
Grenfell Tower response 
in altered lyrics as he 
performed at the Brits 
Controversial   

Paloma Faith and 
Stormzy weigh in on the 
sexism row at the BRITS 
after only ONE female 
artist wins in non-
gendered categories 

Chris Hemsworth is all 
smiles as he shows off 
his washboard abs 
while posing for a fan 
selfie in Byron Bay 
He's the keen surfer, often 
seen riding the waves 

Victoria Beckham, 45, 
looks incredible as she 
puts on a leggy display 
in orange hotpants and 
a blue plissé gown on 
the cover of Vogue 
Greece 

Justin Bieber kisses 
'my whole other half' 
Hailey Baldwin after 
saying they will have 
children 'due time' 
Justin shared a sweet 
snap 

Chris Pratt says third 
Jurassic World movie 
has 'unbelievable' script 
and brings back original 
Jurassic Park cast 
'I will shoot on and off 
until July' 

Ellen DeGeneres gives 
her opinion on viral 
fight between American 
Airlines passengers: 
'Only if the seat 
punches you first' 
Spoke out   

Richard Madden gets 
teased by his celebrity 
friends as he posts 
hunky shirtless selfie 
from mountainside  



Richard posted a shirtless 
selfie  

I Am Not Okay With 
This trailer finds IT star 
Sophia Lillis dealing 
with teenage 
complexities and 
mysterious super 
powers 

Vanderpump Rules: 
Jax Taylor vows to 
remove Tom Sandoval 
from wedding party for 
questioning timing of 
homophobic pastor's 
firing 

'The world is one big 
Love Island': Caroline 
Flack defended show, 
lamented her habit of 
'catastrophising' and 
said she had 'no regrets 
in 2018 interview 

Chris Pratt makes a pit 
stop to take selfie at his 
star on the Hollywood 
Walk Of Fame... ahead 
of the premiere of his 
new animated film 
Onward 

Olivia Newton-John 
holds back tears as 
daughter Chloe Lattanzi 
says she has found her 
'self-worth' again after 
her battle with 
depression 

Emily Ratajkowski 
rocks red hot overcoat 
with casual sweats as 
she swings into JFK ... 
JUST after returning to 
New York from Jamaica 
trip 

Julia Louis-Dreyfus, 
Ali Wong, and Octavia 
Spencer look 
spellbinding at Onward 
film premiere 
Julia, 59, was a vision of 
style 

Jennifer Lopez 
unleashes animal 
instinct in skintight 
snakeskin mini and 
kinky boots while out 
with fiance Alex 
Rodriguez 

Ashley Iaconetti looks 
out of this world in nude 
star print dress as she 
shares a kiss with 
husband Jared Haibon 
at the Onward world 
premiere 

Justin Bieber reveals 
he practices 'Havening 
technique' to relieve 
stress as wife Hailey 
says 'it's basically like a 
self-soothing thing' 
Soothing   

Zoe Caldwell, a four-
time Tony Award 
winning actress, passes 
away at age 86 after 
battling Parkinson's 
disease 
Sad news   

Zooey Deschanel is 
pretty in pink frock as 
she cuddles up to beau 
Jonathan Scott at Emma 
premiere in Hollywood 
The couple have been 
together for six months 

Hayden Panettiere's 
boyfriend Brian 
Hickerson is arrested 
again for domestic 
violence after 'punching 
her in the face' during 
fight in Wyoming 



EXCLUSIVE  Pregnant 
Lydia Bright puts the 
finishing touches to her 
dream home with her 
family's help... as she 
prepares to welcome 
first child 

BRITs 2020: Laura 
Whitmore puts on a 
brave face as she hits 
the red carpet in a 
newspaper print dress 
after her emotional 
tribute to Caroline Flack 

BRITs 2020: Ashley 
Roberts flaunts her 
washboard abs in a 
dazzling crop top as she 
attends music event 
following split from ex 
Giovanni Pernice 
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MORE DON'T MISS

BRITs 2020: Mollie 
King serves up beachy 
boho glamour as she 
hits the red carpet in a 
kooky ruffled tangerine 
mini-dress and fuchsia 
bow heels 

BRITs 2020: Nicola 
Roberts looks chic in a 
lime green gown as she 
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makes her first red 
carpet appearance after 
winning The Masked 
Singer 

Cardi B and Offset 
swing by the Diamond 
District as they return 
home to New York City 
after NBA All-Star 
Weekend in Chicago 
Stylish   

Netflix's Feel Good 
trailer shows Mae Martin 
struggling with 
addiction and a new 
relationship with 
Charlotte Ritchie 
Grapples with demons 

Dog The Bounty 
Hunter reveals he and 
his family are 'good'... 
after fake proposal to 
Moon Angell and 
daughter Lyssa's arrest 
Doing well   

BRITs 2020:  Host Jack 
Whitehall dresses up in 
Geri Horner's Union 
Jack dress and dons 
sequin jumpsuit as he 
and Harry Styles open 
show 

BRITs 2020: Lizzo 
shows off her curves in 
a tan leather bodysuit 
as she storms the 
stage... but misses out 
on Best International 
Female to Billie Eilish 

BRITs 2020: Lewis 
Capaldi rubbishes claim 
his biggest hit was 
inspired by ex Paige 
Turley... after leaving 
fans baffled when his 
whole speech is muted 

Gordon Ramsay's 
daughter Holly, 20, 
wows in stunning 
modelling shots after 
signing to agency as 'a 
lifestyle influencer' 

Love Island viewers 
gush over the boys as 
they dote over their 
babies in the parenting 
task... while the girls 
take a more relaxed 
approach 

Kristin Scott Thomas 
details her fury at a 
director who told her to 
try and be more 
'appealing' as she 
admits it made her feel 
'so cross' 

Kim Kardashian puts 
on a busty display as 
she flaunts her out of 
this world curves in 
nude shapewear in a 
racy ad for her new 
Skims Naked collection  

Justin and Hailey 
Bieber spotted checking 
out $20million 
Brentwood home 
they're 'looking to buy' 
from the CEO of 
Playboy Enterprises 

Love Island: Two 
Islanders have been 
DUMPED from the villa 
after the contestants 
were forced to vote for 
the least compatible 
couples 

'She was one of my 
favourite people:' Nick 
Grimshaw pays heartfelt 
tribute to Caroline Flack 
after her death... as he 



pleads 'reach out if your 
struggling' 

Paula Abdul is leggy in 
animal print dress and 
sparkly fishnets at 
Impractical Jokers 
screening in NYC 
The former Laker Girl 
looked chic 

'Sometimes you just 
need to put on your 
dancing shoes': Laura 
Whitmore shares snap 
of her heels and Ronnie 
Wood gets the tube as 
stars prepare for BRITs 

Inside Carol McGiffin's 
sun soaked 60th in 
Australia with husband 
Mark Cassidy, 36... and 
a surprise encounter 
with Charlotte Crosby 

Prince Andrew's 
sorrowful 60th: A 
haunting insight into the 
Duke's celebration after 
the Jeffrey Epstein 
scandal cost his royal 
role 

BRITs 2020: Emily 
Atack keeps it classic 
as she puts on a 
glamorous red carpet 
display in a slinky LBD 
complete with thigh-
high slit  

BRITs 2020: Harry 
Styles pays tribute to ex 
Caroline Flack while 
making his first red 
carpet appearance 
since knifepoint 
mugging 

BRITs 2020: Billie 
Eilish wears false 
Burberry nails as she 
makes an early entrance 
at star-studded 
ceremony in stylish co-
ord from British brand 

BRITs 2020: Lizzo is a 
sight to behold as she 
shows off her quirky 
sense of style in a 
stunning floor length 
Hershey's chocolate bar 
dress 

BRITs 2020: Charli 
XCX oozes Gothic chic 
in a dramatic black tulle 
gown as hits the red 
carpet following British 
Female Solo Artist 
nomination 

BRITs 2020: Anne-
Marie looks every inch 
the fairytale princess as 
she struts down the red 
carpet  in a pink silk 
minidress with GIANT 
bow train 

BRITs 2020: Iris Law, 
19, turns heads in a 
striking black cut-out 
gown with metallic 
detailing as she 
smoulders on the red 
carpet  

BRITs 2020: Mel C 
channels Posh Spice as 
she ditches the 
tracksuit to walk the red 
carpet in a very 
glamorous plunging 
black gown 

BRITs 2020: Love 
Island's Montana Brown 
wows in a yellow corset 
and silver sheer dress 
as she joins co-star 



Amber Davies on the 
red carpet 

Bold at the Brits! Lizzo 
leads the stars wackiest 
looks on the red carpet 
while Ashley Roberts 
commands attention in 
midriff-baring ensemble 

BRITs 2020: Penny 
Lancaster wows in racy 
lace dress as she and 
Sally Humphreys show 
support for their 
husbands' Faces 
reunion performance 

BRITs 2020: Hailee 
Steinfeld is the epitome 
of glamour in navy floral 
dress as she risks 
awkward run-in with ex 
Niall Horan at the 
awards ceremony 

BRITs 2020: Jorja 
Smith effortlessly turns 
heads in eye-catching 
multi-coloured jumpsuit 
as she poses up a storm 
at the glittery awards 
ceremony  

BRITs 2020: Anne-
Marie goes from 
barefaced to bombshell 
as she shares a fun 
video of her glamorous 
'glow up' 
 Red carpet ready 

'A literal passion 
project': Critics give 
mixed reviews to Justin 
Bieber's new album 
Changes which 
celebrates his love for 
wife Hailey 

Audrina Patridge 
reveals she uses non-
surgical lip fillers to 
enhance her pout 
Audrina turned to 
Instagram to reveal the 
secret behind her pout 

Chrissy Teigen jokes 
her two-year-old son 
Miles looks like a 
teenager as she posts 
snap of her stylish 
youngster  

Jess Wright dazzles in 
80s-inspired gold dress 
with statement 
shoulderpads as she 
attends London Fashion 
Week closing party 

Drew Barrymore 
thanks her trainer for 
helping her lose 20 
pounds... as movie star 
says she 'helped and 
healed her' 
Grateful   

Harrison Ford, 77,  
reveals the secret to his 
fit physique as he 
credits his good health 
down to eating a clean 
diet of 'vegetables and 
fish' 

Cardi B's pregnant 
'best friend' Star Brim is 
accused of being the 
'godmother' of Brooklyn 
Bloods and ordering a 
brutal gang attack on 
female bartender 

Britney Spears says 
she's getting  'stronger' 
after boyfriend Sam 
Asghari reveals 
songstress broke a 
bone in her foot while 
dancing 



Baywatch star 
Yasmine Bleeth, 51, 
cuts a casual figure as 
she takes her dog for a 
walk in Los Angeles... 
nearly two decades 
after quitting Hollywood 

Inside Caprice's luxury 
Ibizan bolthole: Bikini-
clad model's lavish pad 
boasts rustic interiors, 
chic decor scenic views 
and even a chicken 
coop 

Why do so many 
Royals divorce? 
Because they can. 
SARAH VINE says the 
aristocracy have the 
social status to do what 
many couples can't 

The Wessexes' winter 
wonderland! Edward 
and Sophie take time 
out from royal duties to 
enjoy a family ski trip 
with Lady Louise, 16, in 
glitzy St Moritz 

Crown Prince Frederik 
of Denmark, 51, is 
hospitalised and 
undergoes surgery after 
skiing accident in 
Switzerland 
Operation   

Hailee Steinfeld stuns 
in a navy floral gown as 
she heads to star-
studded Universal 
BRITs after party after 
awkward run-in with ex 
Niall Horan  

'You want to bet 
against me?' Tom 
Brady, 42, taunts his 
critics in workout selfie 
with wife Gisele as he 
prepares for 21st 
season 

Love Island SPOILER: 
'The child has brought 
us closer': Paige gets 
hot under the collar for 
Finn in baby challenge... 
and Siannise says 'this 
mum life is a bit of me' 

Love Island viewers hit 
out at 'uncomfortable' 
episode where couples 
had to vote on who was 
'most likely to cheat' in 
the wake of the show's 
#BeKind campaign 

'In the real world, 
Reese and I are not 
supposed to be friends': 
Kerry Washington 
reflects on her close 
bond with Witherspoon  

John Cena and Shay 
Shariatzadeh spark 
engagement rumors 
after she was spotted 
wearing a 'huge' ring 
while on a date in San 
Diego  

Scarlett Moffatt puts 
on a giddy display with 
her boyfriend Scott 
Dobinson at Universal 
Studios Florida... after 
hinting at a romantic 
proposal 

'It hasn't seen the light 
of day for 25 years!' 
Christine Lampard 
unveils her naturally 
curly tresses as she 
boogies with Curtis 
Pritchard on Lorraine 



EXCLUSIVE  Autumn 
Phillips' family confirm 
she will NOT be moving 
back to her native 
Canada as she still 
'loves England' despite 
split from Peter 

Piers Morgan praises 
William and Kate for 
stepping up and taking 
on the duties that Harry 
and Meghan 
'abandoned' as he 
appears on The Talk  

Gigi Hadid and Kaia 
Gerber say 'laters' to 
London and jet to Milan 
as they prepare for 
their third Fashion Week 
appearance in five days 

Model Jessica Hart 
buys a home in Los 
Angeles with driver 
boyfriend James 
Kirkham - and they're 
already planning 
renovations 

Joe Gorga admits his 
social media manager 
'made a mistake' after 
RHONJ star was 
slammed online for 
sharing a FAKE house 
flipping project 

Catelynn Lowell and 
Tyler Baltierra renew 
vows in Hawaii after 
celebrating their fifth 
wedding anniversary in 
Teen Mom OG teaser 
Happy couple  

Kylie Jenner puts large 
J-Lo type hoop earrings 
on her daughter Stormi, 
two, which are 
customized with the 
child's NAME inside 

ROBERT HARDMAN: 
The Queen loves Prince 
Harry and Meghan 
Markle...but she has to 
stand firm 
She absolutely must 
make a stand 

Sofia Richie cut a 
casual figure as she 
heads out for lunch with 
her friends after getting 
painful surgery to 
remove her wisdom 
teeth  

Victoria's Secret model 
Shanina Shaik looks 
chic in a striped blazer 
and Gucci belt as she 
attends a private dinner 
during London Fashion 
Week 

Gregg Wallace, 55, 
maintains three stone 
weight loss by eating 
eggs, brown bread, 
sausages, horseradish 
and CHOCOLATE... and 
by skipping dinner 

'Uncomfortable and 
inappropriate': Loose 
Women fans shocked as 
Janet Street-Porter 
brands Andrea McLean 
a 'SL*T' LIVE on-air 
Coleen had to apologise  

EXCLUSIVE  Tyson 
Fury gushes he and wife 
Paris 'were put together 
by God' while his 
'soulmate' jokes he's 
'punching above his 
weight'  



EXCLUSIVE  Louisa 
Johnson says X 
Factor's hiatus is 'good 
to freshen things up' 
and says she hasn't 
spoken to Simon Cowell 
recently 

Kaia Gerber, 18, shows 
off her growing tattoo 
collection in topless 
mirror selfie... after her 
brother shocked with 
'misunderstood' face 
ink  

Kate Chastain 
announces she is 
leaving Below Deck with 
a Megxit joke... after 
ruling the seas for six 
seasons 

RHOC star Braunwyn 
Windham-Burke 
defends her husband 
for wearing heels to 
support their son who is 
'giving drag a try': 
'People are judging' 

Saved By The Bell star 
Lark Voorhies says she 
is 'hurt' that she was left 
out of the show's reboot 
- and believes her 
'puzzling' mental health 
struggles are to blame 

Ana de Armas lovingly 
cradles her beloved 
puppy Elvis during 
bundled-up New York 
outing... as her striking 
Vanity Fair cover is 
released  

Demi Lovato tells 
Ashley Graham her 
struggle with an eating 
disorder and extreme 
dieting triggered a 
relapse and overdose in 
2018 

'It was very windy!' 
Tammy Hembrow 
confirms she WASN'T 
wearing any underwear 
with her infamous New 
York party dress 

Peter Weber's ex-
girlfriend Merissa Pence 
reveals why she warned 
him about contestant 
Victoria Fuller on latest 
episode of The 
Bachelor   

'I am angry and sad': 
Russell Brand pens 
impassioned tribute to 
tragic Caroline Flack... 
as he brands the late 
star 'a lovely little 
person' 

Joe Pasquale's body 
transformation leaves 
fans 'drooling' as the 
comedian admits he 
decided to lose weight 
after someone called 
him 'portly' 

Kim Kardashian goes 
make-up free as she 
makes a low-key 
departure from Paris 
with Kanye West after 
whirlwind 24 hour trip 
Ditching her usual glam  

Singer Harry Styles, 
26, is left 'shaken' after 
he was mugged at 
knifepoint while on a 
night out on Valentine's 
Day  
Shocking   



Coleen Rooney nails 
casual chic in fluffy 
cardigan and Gucci 
loafers as she steps out 
in Cheshire 
Coleen nailed casual chic 
as she stepped out 

Tamra Judge's ex 
Simon Barney reveals 
he has stage 3 throat 
cancer... and the star 
says shock diagnosis 
has helped heal family 
feud  

James Bond's Land 
Rover defies harsh 
conditions as the 
vehicle hurtles through 
the air in thrilling 
behind-the-scenes clip 
from No Time To Die 

Fifteen staff members 
axed by Prince Harry 
and Meghan Markle are 
'unlikely to be given 
royal jobs' 

Olivia Culpo flaunts 
her sculpted abs in a 
bikini with a sheer skirt 
as she enjoys her 
vacation in Mexico with 
NFL star boyfriend 
Christian McCaffrey 

Dua Lipa smokes in 
her dressing gown as 
she hangs out in her 
trailer during a break 
from shooting her new 
music video in New 
York 

Joe Swash doesn't 
have time for sex with 
Stacey Solomon due to 
Dancing On Ice 
training... after joking 
he'll be 'nervous' when 
they next do it  

Constance Wu reveals 
she made $600 as a 
stripper while 
researching her role for 
the Jennifer Lopez 
movie Hustlers: 'I gave 
lap dances to strangers' 

The Crown: Emma 
Corrin transforms into a 
pregnant Princess 
Diana as she joins Josh 
O'Connor as Charles 
and a young actor 
playing Prince William 

EXCLUSIVE  'The band 
is on ice': Martin Kemp 
reveals Spandau Ballet 
reunion isn't 
happening... and he 
STILL hasn't spoken to 
Tony Hadley 

Madonna dons a VERY 
busty corset (and rests 
a man's head between 
her breasts) in 
backstage snaps from 
her raunchy Madame X 
show in London  

'See you all in the real 
world': Tina O'Brien 
QUITS 'toxic' Instagram 
as she no longer 'wants 
to give everyone a 
filtered version of my 
best bits' 

Nicole Scherzinger 
wows in nude latex 
bikini as she shares 
racy behind-the-scenes 
snaps from Pussycat 
Dolls video shoot  
Sizzling   



Nicki Minaj reacts to 
having VERY racy video 
of herself twerking in 
skintight bodysuit 
uploaded to X-rated site  

Love Island evictee 
Rebecca Gormley 
showcases her abs in 
crop top and tracksuit 
bottoms as she enjoys 
retail therapy following 
her return to the UK 

Ex-Love Island star 
Charlie Brake shows off 
incredible 4 WEEK 
transformation in 
shirtless before and 
after snaps 

Kerry Katona's 
daughter Heidi, 12, 
gives fans 
'goosebumps' with her 
incredible singing voice 
as proud mum admits 
she's 'blown away' 

Nicola McLean reveals 
Caroline Flack admitted 
she was 'really sad' in 
chat hours before her 
suicide... and 'vowed to 
plead guilty' to be with 
Lewis Burton 

Cindy Crawford and 
Rande Gerber look 
loved-up after a 
romantic date night in 
Beverly Hills... after a 
sweet Valentine's Day 
tribute 

Love Island sees drop 
in viewers after return to 
ITV2 following death of 
Caroline Flack with 1.9m 
tuning in after high of 
2.4m  

Keanu Reeves and 
Alex Winter suit up in 
sharp looks for latest 
peek at Bill & Ted Face 
the Music... 31 years 
after the original film 
was released 

Boyz N The Hood 
actress Esther Scott - 
who also worked on 
Beverly Hills, 90210 and 
Hart Of Dixie - dies at 
age 66 after suffering a 
heart attack 

No Time To Die star 
Ana de Armas admits 
she feared portraying an 
'unrelatable' Bond girl 
would 'ruin' all the hard 
work she'd put into her 
career 

Justin Bieber says he 
cries in public because 
he is 'emotional' adding 
critics don't allow him 
to be 'human and shed 
tears' 
Emotional release   

Tiffany Haddish is 
Audrey Hepburn from 
Breakfast At Tiffany's as 
she reveals how Brad 
Pitt reacted to her offer 
to date: 'He was like oh 
sh*t' 

Emma star Anya 
Taylor-Joy makes a bold 
statement in a striking 
leopard print puffball 
dress as she arrives at 
the Good Morning 
America studios 

'It's hard to be with a 
man so old': Meital 
Dohan, 40, blames 39-



year age gap on split 
from Al Pacino, 79... and 
claims he 'didn't like to 
spend money' 

Line Of Duty series 
six: Martin Compston 
looks giddy to be back 
on set as he posts snap 
with co-star Adrian 
Dunbar and show 
creator Jed Mercurio 

Scarlett Moffatt teases 
engagement plans with 
beau Scott Dobinson as 
she hints at him to 
propose during their 
Orlando getaway     
Cute couple   

Playboy model 
Heather Elizabeth 
Parkhurst is 
hospitalized after two 
pitbulls attack her... 5 
years after suffering 
from a flesh-eating virus 
Warning: Graphic photos  

Mama June is 
'spending time in 
Florida' with beau Geno 
Doak... after it emerges 
she won't be paid for 
the upcoming season of 
From Not To Hot 

Bella Hadid grapples 
with a security guard 
during animated 
exchange as she makes 
a VERY bleary-eyed 
departure from LOVE 
magazine bash 

Revealed: How Earl of 
Snowden and Countess 
wife's multi-million 
pound divorce could 
see battle over his £10m 
Kensington townhouse 
and villa in Provence  

Charlotte Crosby 
shares a cocktail with 
YouTuber Tanya 
Hennessy as they 
reunite following I'm A 
Celeb... but her love 
interest is nowhere 

Duchess of Cambridge 
makes a personal plea 
for more responses to 
her early years survey 
in an Instagram video - 
as fans praise her 
'growing confidence' 

Ayesha Curry hits 
back at cruel troll who 
called her a 'real life 
farm animal'... two days 
after THAT racy snap 
with her husband Steph 
Curry 

Princess Diana's 
former chef claims the 
late royal had beaten 
bulimia before her death 
and 'loved food' - asking 
for her favourite stuffed 
bell peppers 

Frankie Essex 
continues to showcase 
her one stone weight 
loss as she slips into a 
vibrant bandeau bikini 
during her beach break 
in Lanzarote 

Tyson Fury's wife 
Paris admits she hopes 
he will retire from 
boxing soon due to 
fears he'll get brain 
damage... but he wants 
to carry on until he's 40 

Police still deemed 
Caroline Flack 'a risk' to 
boyfriend Lewis Burton 



after two mental health 
assessments before bail 
ruling that barred her 
from seeing him 

Ashley Roberts leaves 
radio station alongside 
Kelly Brook after paying 
touching tribute to 
Caroline Flack following 
her tragic death 
Emotional   

Billie Eilish reveals 
Daniel Craig 'had to 
approve' her Bond 
song... and she's 
stopped reading Insta 
comments 'because it 
was ruining my life'  

Danny Dyer says 
EastEnders has taken 
soaps 'to a new level' 
this week... as he 
reveals he does yoga 
with wife Joanne Mas to 
clear 'nutty brain' 

Coleen Nolan wished 
for her warring parents 
to divorce when she 
was a child - but says 
her mother was trapped 
because 'society didn't 
accept women leaving' 

Sharon Osbourne 
trades in iconic red hair 
for WHITE after 18 years 
of dye ...with same 
colorist who did Jane 
Fonda's 'surprise' grey 
Oscar hairdo 

Love Island's Molly-
Mae Hague lands in Las 
Vegas with Tommy Fury 
after donating profits 
from PLT range to 
charity in the wake of 
Caroline Flack's death 

Missé Beqiri makes 
first public appearance 
since brother Flamur's 
heartbreaking 
Christmas Eve murder... 
as she puts on brave 
face at LFW show 

Princess Anne's 
greatest style hits! 
Royal family shares a 
look back at her best 
outfits as she prepares 
to present an award at 
London Fashion Week 

YouTube star Saffron 
Barker, 19, who's made 
£800,000, insists it's 
'absolutely a real job' 
with a future because it 
'opens doors' to shows 
like Strictly 

Ellie Goulding dons a 
bold feathered 
ensemble as she joins 
leather-clad Myleene 
Klass and kooky 
Paloma Faith at Women 
In Music bash  

Princess Diana's 
letters detailing 
excitement over charity 
sale of her clothing that 
raised $2 million just 
before her death are set 
to fetch $20,000 

Safety first! Prince 
Charles dons a hard hat 
and a high-vis jacket as 
he tours the Royal 
Shakespeare 
Company's costume 
workshop renovations  

Jodie Comer 
transforms into French 
noble Marguerite de 



Carrouges in a wedding 
dress as she gets to 
work on set of The Last 
Duel 

Myleene Klass cradles 
her baby son Apollo, six 
months, as she wraps 
up in a chic red coat for 
shopping trip with 
daughters Ava, 12, and 
Hero, 8 

Kendall Jenner gets up 
close and personal with 
Kourtney Kardashian's 
ex 'fling' Luka Sabbat at 
London Fashion Week 
After walking the runway 
at the Burberry show 

Ant & Dec reveal they 
want to star in their own 
sitcom... as they admit 
they still get nervous on 
live TV despite their 
years in the business 
One to watch   

James Middleton 
poses with his beloved 
hounds to announce the 
five finalist pooches 
competing for the 
Friends for Life award at 
Crufts 

Jason Davis, oil heir 
who voiced gentle giant 
Mikey on Recess, died 
of a 'possible heroin 
overdose' after 
struggling with 
addiction for years 

Inquest into the death 
of Caroline Flack is due 
to open today after the 
former Love Island 
presenter took her own 
life at the weekend 
Will open at 10am  

Lourdes Leon stuns in 
a bustier mini-dress at 
Burberry's LFW show... 
before making a bleary-
eyed exit from LOVE 
magazine's party 
Madonna's daughter   

Victoria Coren Mitchell 
cosies up to husband 
David as she supports 
him at the opening night 
of Upstart Crow 
The comedian, 45, 
couldnt help but smile 

Adam Lambert reveals 
why Queen decided to 
recreate their famous 
1985 Live Aid set for 
Fire Fight Australia 
He's the maestro of pop 
rock 

Newly-engaged 
Jourdan Dunn puts on a 
leggy display in a brown 
paisley skirt suit as she 
sits front row at 
Christopher Kane's LFW 
show  

Pregnant Sheridan 
Smith displays her 
glowing complexion as 
she shares another 
loved-up selfie with 
fiancé Jamie Horn 
Smitten   

Queen is saddened as 
nephew David Linley - 
Princess Margaret's son 
with Lord Snowdon - 
divorces from wife 'after 
spending too much time 
working away'  

Hana Cross oozes 
sartorial chic in a grey 
trouser suit as she 
makes an animated exit 
from LOVE Magazine's 



London Fashion Week 
bash 

Richard Madeley, 63, 
reveals he was 'badly 
beaten' by his father as 
a child and admits he is 
'still angry' about it 
during GMB debate on 
smacking  

'I'm balling my eyes 
out': Viewers praise 
Love Island narrator Iain 
Stirling's 'spine-tingling' 
tribute to Caroline Flack 
urging people to 'be 
kind' 

The One Where Ross 
Reads A Story! David 
Schwimmer is set to 
drive fans wild by 
reading a children's 
book on CBeebies show 
Sweet   

TOWIE's Amy Childs 
and Kirk Norcross are 
'set to return for 10th 
anniversary special 
alongside Mark Wright 
as showrunners keen to 
bring the cast together' 

Ozzy Osbourne calls 
off North American leg 
of No More Tours 2 tour 
to seek treatment for 
Parkinson's disease in 
Europe 
One to watch   

Kendall Jenner is 
joined by Gigi and Bella 
Hadid as supermodels 
lead the glamour at 
Burberry catwalk show 
for London Fashion 
Week 

Tensions rise in Love 
Island as FIVE couples 
are put up for 
elimination as viewers 
spot tension between 
Jamie and Natalia and 
Luke M and Demi 

Harry Styles WILL go 
ahead with his BRIT 
Awards performance 
following the tragic 
death of ex Caroline 
Flack 

Lily Allen bundles up 
in black and grey as she 
steps out with boyfriend 
David Harbour in NYC... 
after his character 
returns from the dead in 
Stranger Things teaser  

Kylie Jenner snuggles 
up with her daughter 
Stormi... after her ex 
best friend Jordyn 
Woods says she's done 
speaking about last 
year's scandal 

Tigerlily Taylor puts on 
a fashionable display in 
a sequinned mini dress 
and 80s inspired jacket 
at LOVE Magazine LFW 
party 
Chic   

Mike lands in hot water 
with Priscilla after 
patting her on the head 
during challenge... as 
viewers react to 
subdued episode of 
Love Island  

Queen 'uncomfortable' 
with idea of divorce and 
is pinning her hopes on 
William and Kate's 
marriage lasting after 



series of splits, royal 
expert claims 

Alexa Chung slips into 
a sleek black dress with 
a risqué side cut-out as 
she attends the Fashion 
Our Future launch at 
Claridge's for LFW 
Stunning   

Caroline Flack was 
having 'somatic therapy' 
used on PTSD sufferers 
after seeing a holistic 
healer following her 
assault charge on 
boyfriend Lewis Burton  

Roddy Alves sips on 
champagne as she gets 
her hair styled... despite 
sporting a VERY bruised 
face after undergoing 
more feminisation 
surgery 

Kellan Lutz's wife 
Brittany shares hopeful 
post on Instagram after 
recently suffering 
stillbirth 
Brittany, 31, took to social 
media 

Iris Law goes braless 
in a vibrant striped mini-
dress as she poses up a 
storm with supermodel 
pal Kaia Gerber at LOVE 
magazine's LFW party 
Glam  

BRITs host Jack 
Whitehall 'is looking for 
love on celeb dating app 
Raya'... over two years 
after split from Gemma 
Chan 
Looking for love   

Georgia May Jagger 
goes casual in bomber 
jacket and checked 
trousers as she catches 
flight to LAX... after 
walking in Tommy 
Hilfiger LFW show 

Stacey Dooley admits 
she's suffered from 
anxiety and panic 
attacks as she opens up 
about her mental health 
for the first time 
Speaking out   

Helen Mirren, 74, cuts 
a chic figure in a grey 
pleated skirt as she 
touches down in LA 
after a lengthy flight 
from London 
Radiant   

Taylor Swift releases 
live acoustic version of 
her latest single The 
Man... after reports 
surface that her father 
fought off burglar in 
Florida penthouse 

Walk on the wild side! 
Lady Amelia Windsor 
swaps a silk cami dress 
for a navy skirt suit with 
snake-print boots as 
she enjoys a busy day 
London Fashion Week 

Hailey Bieber flaunts 
her taut midriff in beige 
ensemble as she holds 
hands with husband 
Justin on stroll in LA... 
after heated arcade 
exchange 

Rosario Dawson 
comes out as bisexual 
while discussing her 
romance with Cory 
Booker - but 'never had 
a relationship in the 
LGBTQ space' 



Gwendoline Christie 
puts on a VERY leggy 
display in tiny black 
mini dress as she 
parties at LOVE 
Magazine's glam LFW 
bash  

Kaia Gerber is a sight 
to behold in classic little 
black dress as she 
attends LOVE 
magazine's star-
studded London 
Fashion Week event 

Charli XCX steps out 
in a multi-print ruffled 
patchwork minidress as 
she makes a stunning 
appearance at the 
annual LOVE magazine 
party 

Molly Moorish reveals 
she turns to dad Liam 
Gallagher for 'boy 
advice'... and admits 
she has inherited his 
trademark 'big 
eyebrows' 

Jodie Turner-Smith 
hides her burgeoning 
baby bump during 
happy outing with 
Joshua Jackson 
Had the look of love on 
Monday  

Hailee Steinfeld puts 
on a fierce display in 
head-to-toe cheetah 
print as she attends 
LOVE Magazine's 
London Fashion Week 
party 

Kendall Jenner looks 
flawless in a daring 
butterfly print co-ord as 
she leads the stars 
attending a VIP 
exhibition preview party 
in London 

Pete Davidson 
appears to confirm 
rehab stint as he jokes 
about stay at Arizona 
facility during comedy 
show in NYC 
Checked in under the 
pseudonym 'Howard' 

Today's headlines Most Read

Megxit will happen on March 31: Prince 
Harry and Meghan Markle will complete 
their final duties on March 9...

Number 10 bashes Michel Barnier over trade 
deal U-turn as the EU negotiator who said the 
UK could copy...

UK ranks 10th in the world when it comes 
to children 'flourishing', coming ahead of 
the US, Canada and...

M&S shoppers reveal they're 'freaked out' by 
Easter-themed Colin the Caterpillar cake - 
and say it's the...

'Vile and wicked' Asian grooming gang 
who sexually abused two girls including 
one who was forced into sex...

Six lies that wreck your sex life! Top 
psychologist busts the toxic myths holding 
women back in the bedroom...

A star is born! Commuter belts out a 
stunning cover of Lady Gaga hit Shallow 
when prankster approaches her...

White House furiously denies claim by Julian 
Assange at trial that he was offered a 
presidential pardon if...

Hayden Panettiere's friends fear she's 'in 
danger' after boyfriend Brian Hickerson 
was arrested for a second...

'I've seen Ebola and I was scared - the 
bureaucrats were in charge': Japanese 
expert reveals his horror at...

'We're very happy here': American couple, 
80, infected with coronavirus is delighted 
by their quarantine in...



How coronavirus spread around the world: 
Maps reveal the way the deadly infection 
swept through China and...

Another Wuhan hospital chief 'is infected 
with coronavirus' a day after a leading 
doctor died of the disease

Coronavirus vaccine could be available 
'within months', claims Oxford University 
scientist whose team is...

'Send us in the opposite direction!' Tui 
cruise customers claim they are being 
forced to holiday in...

Scramble to contact 130 Britons freed from 
cruise ship in Cambodia after a US 
passenger tested positive for...

China kicks out three Wall Street Journal 
reporters after the newspaper called the 
country 'the real sick...

Iran's first two coronavirus patients have died: 
Officials confirm the elderly couple 
succumbed to the virus...

Abuse survivor who moved the Duchess 
of Cornwall to tears reveals how the 'evil 
sociopath' who murdered her...

Message in a bottle written 82 years ago by a 
man asking the finder to 'send a photograph' 
is FOUND 245...

Scientists spot ELEVEN asteroids that 
could hit Earth triggering 'unprecedented 
devastation' - but were...

Single mum, 24, reveals she was left feeling 
'humiliated' after car wash staff sent crude 
sexual messages...

Pioneering artificial heart valve that grows 
inside the body could transform lives of 
children with defects

Eating a big breakfast instead of a large 
dinner could help you burn DOUBLE the 
amount of calories 'because...

Pray the defences HOLD! Anxious Britons 
bunker behind flood barriers while 
bracing for a MONTH'S rain...

Flood-hit families demand action from Boris 
Johnson as he enjoys grace and favour break 
with Carrie Symonds...

'He got drunk and his team kidnapped 
him': Greg James' wife says he is STILL 
missing after partying at the...

'I'll interrupt no more old chum': Basil Brush 
reads eulogy from the pulpit for co-star 'Mr 
Derek' Fowlds as...

Pictured: Jailed arsonist whose secret 
affair with prison teacher was exposed 
when her husband found 107 sex...

Rapper Pop Smoke, 20, is shot and killed 
after home invasion by up to six masked men 
at Hollywood Hills home...

Steven Spielberg's adopted daughter 
Mikaela, 23, comes out as a PORN STAR, 
revealing her dad is in complete...

TV astronomer Heather Couper dies aged 70 
with colleagues paying tribute to the 
'charismatic' Heavens Above...

Starving dogs with ears filled with ticks 
are rescued after they were found 
abandoned in a cave on Tenerife

'I am NOT a domestic abuser': Caroline 
Flack's family release a defiant unpublished 
Instagram post she wrote...

Caroline Flack hanged herself: Police 
battled to save tragic love island star in 
her flat after officers...

CPS defends decision to DROP assault 
charge on ex-Man Utd star Nicky Butt who 
was accused of beating...

Why ARE so many midlife women having 
children alone? In the past five years 
Britain's seen a boom in solo...

Justin Fashanu inducted into Football Hall of 
Fame: First British player to come out as gay 
is celebrated on...

Former police officer who thought he was 
'God's gift to women' and had a career 
plagued by sex scandals is...

Another pizza party? Guests arrive for Prince 
Andrew's slimmed-back 60th birthday bash in 
Windsor with...

Still Mummy's little boy! Queen marks 
Prince Andrew's 60th with a baby photo 
and a new official portrait...

Low-key Prince Harry picks up some 
groceries in Canada as it's revealed how The 
Queen BANNED him and Meghan...

Camilla Versus Arthritis! Duchess of 
Cornwall pins a supportive badge to her 
bright red dress as she hosts a...

Harry and Meghan are 'genuinely happy' in 
Canada because it's a 'world away from the 
chaos of their old...
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'Good on you Ma'am!': Britons back the 
Queen after she banned Prince Harry and 
Meghan Markle from using...

Royal fans STILL want to see Fergie and 
Prince Andrew back together despite Jeffrey 
Epstein scandal - as...

One is amused! Princess Anne battles to 
keep a straight face as she speaks to 
TOPLESS models and meets...

The Brexit COD War! MEPs warn Britain that 
EU fishermen must keep the same rights to 
fish in British waters...

Home Secretary Priti Patel admits her 
OWN Ugandan Asian parents would have 
been stopped from settling in the...

Points-based immigration will mean shortage 
of fruit pickers, bar staff and care workers 
while damaging the...
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